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is the first of three action games for the ps3, and is probably the most exciting. it brings a fps to the console that is not seen on a sony console or even on nintendo's wii. it isn't perfect. mostly due to the problems with the pa system, but that just adds to the excitement. you can look at it as an imperfect game, and that's okay. it's not supposed to be perfect. it's supposed to be fun. that's what it's really about, even if it isn't about what's
in front of your eyes. after playing this game, i want more. and with nintendo's wii coming out in february, and microsoft getting a monopoly on the market, i think i'll be getting it. just play on the hardest setting, and if you have any kind of connection at all, turn on the network settings. make sure the options are set to max or better, and it will play faster, and use less battery life (i'm getting 70-80 percent battery left from playing on
the hard setting). i can't stress enough how much more fun this game is if you have a steady internet connection. in the start of the game, you get a few missions in a training area to see if you have what it takes to get all the way to the other side of the game without getting shot. if you can get through it, you'll be playing on the other side of the game on the fly, and you will never get cut off from the action. Click to expand... right,
but i'm talking about the online gameplay, not getting the game free or anything like that. the online gameplay
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